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QUIZ 

Lesson 16: Describers and Numbers 

 

Part A True or False? 

T Some DESCRIBERS are also called adjectives.  

T NUMBERS come before DESCRIBERS in the subject box. 

F The MAIN SUBJECT always comes first in the subject box. 

F Words like first, second, and third are numbers. 

 

Part B Word order. 

Circle the letter of the correct sentence. 

1 a. 

b. 

My brothers older rich are coming to New York. 

My rich older brothers are coming to New York. 

2 a. 

b. 

The beautiful dress color blue is my favorite. 

The beautiful blue dress is my favorite. 

3 a 

b. 

The pencils purple two are Nana’s. 

The two pencils purple are Nana’s 

4 a 

b. 

The two third floor apartments are for rent. 

The two apartments of floor third are for rent. 

 

Part C Put a box around the subject and mark all X-Words and verbs. Then box the 

subject, mark the main subject, numbers , and describers. 

Dt         #     Ds        Ds         *     X    Dt   * 

Their three color television sets are LGs. 

 

 Dt     Ds     #       *       X      Ds 

The first three years are difficult.  (first is describing “three years”) 

 

 Dt          #            *    VxO    pr     Dt   * 

Over 8,000,000 people live  < in | the city >. 
 

Dt   #    *        VxO    pr    Dt       Ds            * 

His favorite cousins  live   <in  | the Dominican Republic. 

 

 Dt     Ds      *         X  mw      Ds      Ds 

Her first job   wasn’t    very interesting. 
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 Dt  Ds       Ds     Ds     =   Ds       *   VxD       pr         Dt  Ds   * 

The sweet little black and white dog sat   < beside | the little girl.> 
 

Dt     Ds              *    =       #    Ds       *       VxD   pr       Dt   * 

A mathematics book and two English books fell   < on |  the floor  >. 
 
 

 

 

 

Part D Make a good sentence by putting these words in the right order in their 

noun boxes.  
 

thousands  / every spring  /  the beautiful / college students  /  sandy beaches 

 

                                                                             * 

 

The beautiful sandy beaches of Cancun are visited 

 

                                                                                                                          when? 

by thousands of college students  every spring. 

 

 

 
     

 


